
 

AIACE/CENTRAL/2022/ 077     Dated –3rd  August, 2022 
 
To 
 
The Chairman, 
Coal India Limited 
Coal Bhawan, Premise No-04 MAR, 
Plot No-AF-III, Action Area-1A, Newtown, Rajarhat, 
Kolkata-700156 
 
Sub:--  Request for restoration of Seniority on Interview and Marks basis in E&M and Excavation 

cadres for engineers graduating in either Mechanical or Electrical Engg 
 

Dear Sir,  
 
Your kind attention is requested to be drawn to the injustice being meted out to the engineers who 
have graduated either in Electrical or Mechanical Engg and were aborbed in Coal India Limited in 
March 2013 against MT2012 recruitment.  
 
For this vacancy, candidates graduating either in Mechanical or in Electrical engg had appeared for  
selection examination in their respective branch of engineering and different merit lists were 
published separately for both branches of engineering. 
 
Later on, these selected engineers in 2 different disciplines were absorbed in 2 different cadres ie (i) 
E&M, or (ii) Excavation cadre. In both the cadres, the Electrical engineers and Mechanical engineers 
were merged in to a single cadre either E&M or Excavation. 
 
Amazingly, while merging the 2 branches of engineering into a single cadre, Mechanical engineers 
were placed higher in the merit list than their Electrical counterparts and the merit list prepared for 
selection was totally ignored. This biased criteria, deprived the electrical engineers of their right 
position in the seniority list and became sufferers. 
 
These engineers, who had once joined CIL as Management Trainees in the past, further lost the 
promotion avenue as departmental candidates filled up vacancies to higher positions after they won 
a court case. A peculiar position of negative vacancy got created. 
 
The affected persons have knocked various doors seeking justice for them, but have failed so far. 
 
Under the circumstances, we request your kind attention for getting these issues resolved. 
 
 
With regards, 
  

 
 
(P K SINGH RATHOR) 
 
Principal General Secretary 
 
CC:  
DP, Coal India Limited, Kolkata.  


